Abstract—In this investigation variation of cyclic loading effect on fatigue crack growth is the studied. This study is performed on 2024 T351 and 7050-T74 aluminum alloys, used in aeronautical structures. The propagation model used in this study is NASGRO model. In constant amplitude loading (CA), effect of stress ratio has been investigated. Fatigue life and fatigue crack growth rate were affected by this factor. Results showed an increasing in fatigue crack growth rates (FCGRs) with increasing stress ratio. Variable amplitude loading (VAL) can take many forms i.e. with a single overload, overload band… etc. The shape of these loads affects strongly the fracture life and FCGRs. The application of a single overload (ORL) decrease the FCGR and increase the delay crack length caused by the formation of a larger plastic zone compared to the plastic zone due without VAL. The fatigue behavior of the both material under single overload has been compared.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue crack growth behavior of metals depend upon a number of variables namely the mechanical properties and microstructure, specimen, environment, applied cyclic loading, stresses and strains acting at the crack tip. Most of fatigue research has been concentrated on examining the phenomena under constant amplitude fatigue cycling for aluminum alloys [1]-[4]. During service, mechanical and aeronautical structures are subjected mostly to complex cyclic loading. It is well known that load fluctuations lead to fatigue crack propagation, the rate of which depends on the interaction of loads or stresses. The simplest case for the spectrum loading is when single and multiple peak overloads are applied to constant amplitude loading. Research on variable applied loading (VAL), determined that appreciable crack growth retardation can occur following tensile overloading [5]-[7]. A numbers of models have been developed to account for crack growth retardation due to tensile overloads [8]-[11] namely Willenborg, Wheeler model, Gallagher modified Willenborg model [12]. Crack growth retardation due to tensile overloads has been explained by several theories. The most commonly discussed theories are fatigue crack closure [13]; residual stresses [8]-[9], crack tip blunting and sharpening [14] and cyclic strain hardening and softening [15]. Really, all mechanisms are not dissociable. Overload retardation has been widely investigated in a range of engineering materials [4], [13], [16], [17] and many research’s were oriented to the study of several form of variable amplitude and associated parameter namely single or block overloading on fatigue behavior of aluminum alloys.

Fatigue crack retardation due to variable amplitude loading spectra was studied in 7075 T6511 aluminum alloy by Corbly and Packman [18]. It was shown that the degree of retardation depend strongly on the relative amplitudes of the peak stress intensity, the number of stress applications N, at the peak stress intensity, the magnitude of the constant amplitude crack growth rate at the lower stress intensity range and the number of fatigue cycles N; at the lower stress intensity level after the last peak stress is applied. The influence of overload ratio has been investigated primarily in aluminum alloys for the aerospace industry. In the investigation of Vardar [19], overload ratios between 1.3 and 2.4 were considered in a 7075-T6 alloy under plane strain conditions. A linear correlation was found between the number of retardation overload cycles and the overload ratio.

In fatigue crack growth investigation conducted by Bathias and Vancon [20] on 2024 and 2618 aluminum alloy, fatigue crack growth rate was retarded after application of one or several overload. In this study, it was demonstrated that the process of fatigue crack retardation by application of overloads results from the plastic deformation at the crack tip and the nature of the test specimen surface. Plastic zone diameter and the retardation relationships depend on toughness, on the metal cyclic strengthening and cyclic plastic deformation. The delayed retardation phenomena after single overload in three steels and two aluminum alloys were investigated by Matsuoka and Tanaka [21]. It was confirmed that the model proposed early by Matsuoka et al. [22] was in good agreement with the experimental data for these materials when the stress state at the overloading was satisfied with the small scale yielding condition. Effect of overload on fatigue crack growth studied by Robin and Pelloux [23] was performed on a 2124 T351 aluminum alloy. The results showed that crack retardation near the surface of the specimen was greater than in the plane strain region near the center and Wheeler’s and Willenborg’s models of were found to provide a fair approximation of the retardation phenomenon.

Recently, evaluation of retardation in fatigue life due to application of a single overload was conducted by Hairman.
Based on modifications of Wheeler’s model with account of Elbert concept, overload ratio/Wheeler’s exponent and FCGR calculations, a model for prediction of crack growth behavior following single overload is elaborated. The model tested for 2024-T3 and 6061-T6 aluminum alloy give good agreement with experimental data. The study conducted by Kumar and Garg [25] on aluminum alloy 6061 T6, shown an increasing of life in applied periodic band of overload test compared to constant amplitude loading life. In recent work, the investigation of Bao and Zhang [26] on aluminum alloy 2324 T39 subjected to truncated load spectra, crack growth life was predicted using NASGRO model and generalized Willenborg model [12]. Good prediction has been given using this model for 2324 T39 for lower stress.

The aim of the present investigation is shown the effect of single overload ratio and stress ratio in constant amplitude loading on fatigue propagation of double through crack at hole of two Al-alloys (2024 T351 and 7050-T74) using Generalized Willenborg model [12].

II. FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIOR

A. Material & Specimen

Materials used in this study are 2024 T351 and 7050-T74 aluminum alloys obtained on rolled plates in L-T orientation. The basic mechanical properties for both materials are presented in Table I. Simulation of fatigue crack growth in mode I used finite plate with double through crack at hole with initial crack a0=0.5 mm, is shown on Fig. 1. The stress intensity factor for the studied specimen implemented in AFGROW code depends on several parameters is written bellow:

$$\Delta K = \sigma \sqrt{\pi a} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \beta \) is the geometry correction factor, proposed by Newman [27], is expressed below:

$$\beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right) = 1 - 0.15 \lambda + 3.46 \lambda^2 - 4.47 \lambda^3 + 3.52 \lambda^4$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: \( \lambda = 1/(1+(a/r)) \)

B. Fatigue Crack Growth & Retardation Models

In order to account of the different stages of the propagation NASGRO model is used in this study (see (3)). The different parameters of this equation are defined in the AFGROW manual [28]. The main parameters of NASGRO equation for the studied material are presented in Table II.

![Fig. 1 Double through crack at hole in finite plate](image-url)

The Generalized Willenborg model [12] is one of the most common load interaction models used in crack growth life prediction programs. The model use an "effective" stress intensity factor based on the size of the yield zone in front of the crack tip. The formulation of the Willenborg retardation model used in AFGROW is given below:

$$\frac{da}{dN} = \left( \frac{1-f}{1-R} \right) \Delta K$$

where:

$$f = \frac{\Delta K_{th} \beta}{\Delta K}$$

$$R = \frac{K_{th} \beta}{K_{max}}$$

$$\Delta K = \sigma \sqrt{\pi a} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)$$

$$\Delta K_{th} = \Delta K_{th} \beta$$

$$R_{eff} = R_{th}$$

$$K_{max} = K_{max} \beta$$

$$K_{min} = K_{min} \beta$$

$$K_{eff} = K_{min} \beta / K_{max} \beta$$

$$\phi = (1 - \Delta K_{th} \beta / K_{max} \beta) / (\text{SOLR} - 1)$$

and yield zone created by overload \( R_{th} \) is expressed by:

$$\Delta K_{th} = \sqrt{\pi a R_{th} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)}$$

$$\Delta K_{th} = \sigma \sqrt{\pi a} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)$$

$$\Delta K_{th} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right) = \sigma \sqrt{\pi a} \beta \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)$$

$$\phi = \left( \frac{1 - \Delta K_{th} \beta}{K_{max} \beta} \right) / (\text{SOLR} - 1)$$
\[ \gamma_{cr} = \left( \frac{K_{max}(ol)}{\sigma_0} \right)^2 \left( \frac{1}{\pi a} \right) \] (7)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Constant Amplitude Loading (CA)

Plate specimen in L-T orientation for 7050 T74 Al-Alloy was subjected to a constant amplitude loading (CA) associated to the stress ratio effect and variable amplitude loading (VAL) associated to single overload. A \( K_{max} \) failure criterion is adopted for the limit of crack growth. Fig. 2 shows effect of stress ratio on fatigue life. The fatigue crack growth rates for different stress ratio are shown on Fig. 3. The curves illustrate a general increase in da/dN with increasing R-ratio for a given \( \Delta K \). An important effect of R has been observed clearly for this material at high \( \Delta K \) and at fatigue crack growth threshold stress intensity factor.

\[ \begin{align*} \Delta K(\sigma_{max}, \sigma_{min}) & = \sigma_{max} \cdot \Delta \sigma \cdot \pi a \end{align*} \]

Fig. 2 Stress ratio effect on fatigue life

B. Variable Amplitude Loading (VAL)

Variable amplitude loading in this study is characterized by overload ratio “ORL= \( \sigma_{max, overload}/\sigma_{max, CA} \)” allow to create an instantaneous yield zone resistant to crack growth. Fig. 4 show effect of single overload after 50000 cycle amplitude loading for two overload ratio (ORL=2.0, 2.5) on fatigue life. I was shown that an increasing in overload ratio increase the fatigue life of fracture. This is due to the retardation resulted from the application of overload. The retardation is characterized by retardation fatigue life \( N_d \). A slight variation of fracture fatigue life is found between the constant amplitude and variable amplitude without delay effect. Extension of crack length in function of numbers of cycles of the botch overload load ratio is shown on Figs. 5 and 6. Numbers of cycle of retardation are indicated. Fracture fatigue life is 3.74 times for ORL=2.5 compared to fatigue life for ORL=2.0.

Result of the evolution of fatigue crack growth rates shows a decreasing of fatigue crack growth rate’s (Fig. 7) for both overload ratio after applied of overload. Fig. 7 shows in detail the decrease in FCGRs which decreased from \( 4 \times 10^{-8} \) to \( 1 \times 10^{-8} \) m/cycle just for application of overload. In others research is shown acceleration after application of overload.

\[ \begin{align*} \Delta K(\sigma_{max, overload}, \sigma_{max, CA}) \end{align*} \]

Fig. 3 Stress ratio effect on fatigue crack growth rate for 7050 T74 Al-Alloy

Fig. 4 Effect of overload ratio (ORL) on fatigue life delay for 7050 T74 Al-Alloy

Fig. 5 Evaluation of retardation in single overload ORL= 2.0 for 7050 T74 Al-Alloy
C. Comparison in FCGR under Same Variable Amplitude Loading between 2024 T351 and 7050 T74 Al-alloy

Both Al-Alloys are subjected to the same spectrum (variable amplitude loading with single overload) at ORL=2 and maximum constant amplitude loading $\sigma_{\text{max}}=80$ MPa. In Fig. 8 we show the evolution of fatigue life for two specified materials. 7050 T74 Al-alloy presents good resistant comparatively to 2024 T351 Al-Alloy. A difference is shown in final fatigue life and retardation fatigue life. For the first material (7050 T74), the delayed in fatigue life is 9280 cycles but for the second (2024 T351) is 6530 cycles. In term of fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR), no high difference between studied materials is signaled after applied single overload (Fig. 9). The ratio of FCGRs for both alloys is approximately 0.85. This result shows that difference in the size of plastic zones is low.
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